--a  meas. ,  calc. , d meas. and d calc. are measured and calculated diffraction angles and distances. d meas. is obtained from d meas. = /(2sin meas. ), and d calc. is deduced from the following mathematical expression: d 00l =  N l d 00l /N l , where N l is the number of 00l reflections observed for the lamellar phase, and 2 calc. = arcsin(/d calc. ); 2 = meas. - calc. . b VS, S, M, MW, W, VW stand for very strong, strong, medium, medium-weak, weak, very weak and correspond to the reflection intensities; sh and br stand for sharp and broad. --a  meas. ,  calc. , d meas. and d calc. are measured and calculated diffraction angles and distances. d meas. is obtained from d meas. = /(2sin meas. ), and d calc. is deduced from the following mathematical expression: d 00l =  N l d 00l /N l , where N l is the number of 00l reflections observed for the lamellar phase, and 2 calc. = arcsin(/d calc. ); 2 = meas. - calc. . b VS, S, M, MW, W, VW stand for very strong, strong, medium, medium-weak, weak, very weak and correspond to the reflection intensities; sh and br stand for sharp and broad. , a and b are deduced from the following mathematical expression: 1/d hk = √(h 2 /a 2 + k 2 /b 2 ), and S =a.b, and S col = S/Z. Col rec -c2mm, a = 111.8(2), b = 48.1(8)Å, Z = 2. Cell area, S: 53878 Å 2 , column cross-section area, S col : 2694 Å 2 . V mol =4845Å 3 (T=160°C). All hk follow the conditions h+k = 2n, centered rectangular lattice c2mm. The (hh) reflections intensities variation permits to assign the reflection "16" as to (84), the harmonic of the strong reflection (42) rather than to the (55) reflection, which does not follow the regular intensity decrease observed in the series (second indexation column). Figure S7 . IR absorption spectra of compound 1 (2% in KBr pellet) at the following temperatures: 1st heating: 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60°C (room temperature state, black lines), 70, 80, 100, 120, 130, 140, 145 and 150°C (lamellar mesophase, red lines), 155, 160, 165, 170, 175 and 180°C (rectangular mesophase, blue lines); 1st cooling: 160, 150 and 140°C (rectangular mesophase, blue lines), 130, 120, 110, 100 and 80°C (lamellar mesophase, red lines), 20°C (room temperature state, black line). 
